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Questions for Episode 1 - Palliative Care 

Key Points

A. Communication is important between family members make sure that during the 
best of times all family members are up to date on all health issues and other 
matters related to the one that is being cared for

B. The more informed you are about an illness the more empowered you are to make 
decisions

C. Don’t have a close mind when it comes to new concepts and resources based on 
your personal history 

D. Often times those that are close to us are able to see things we can’t see especially 
when it comes to “us”

E. Friends can see things we can’t as oppose to getting defensive trust that your friend 
is making suggestions and recommendations that are best for you and your family

F. As a primary caregiver it is important to be able to talk things out with a friend.

Questions

1. Does Renee seem to bring her stress on herself by not seeking out resources?

2. Is it easy to see how children are placed into caregiving roles?

3. Mom’s faith and her daughters faith appear to be on 2 different levels how does this 
play apart into Renee placing stress on herself?

4. How doe the relationship between Mother & Daughter play into the stress of the 
daughter

5. Why is Renee against Palliative Care when she is first introduced to it by her friend 
Tammy?
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6. Why is Renee still defensive even after she agree’s to see someone from Authora 

Care?

7. Why do you think the daughter (Brenda) had questions and held a conversation with 
her mother’s friend (Tammy) as opposed to her mother. 

8. Do you feel that the daughter (Brenda) was left to figure things out on her own? If 
so, how could this have been avoided?

9. What was your experience or thought about Palliative Care before viewing this 
episode?

10. Was there something that took place in this episode that changed yore mind about 
Palliative Care? If so what?

11. After seeing this episode how will you use this episode to have conversations with 
your family members?

12. Did you know that most insurance plans actually cover most services provided by 
AuthoraCare?
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